
8/29/2012

Climate deniers are
extreme free marketeers
or conspiracy theorists' -
Lewandowsky

http://www.australianclimatemadness.
com/2012/08/climate-deniers-are-
extreme-free-marketeers-or-
conspiracy-theorists-lewandowsky/

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6APv0DhiO 18

The paper (which can be found here -
PDF) does not list the blogs from which
the survey results were taken (why
not?). It states that respondents were
self selected from 8 "pro-science" [by
which it means pro-consensus science]
climate blog web sites, but that no
"skeptic" sites chose to post the
request (ACM wasn't asked). So I
assume that the blogs which did post
the link were mainly populated by
those accepting the consensus position
- if so, what was the actual size of the
sample that were classified as
"deniers"?

8/29/2012

Lewandowsky – Shows
“skeptics” are nutters by
asking alarmists to fill out
survey

http://joannenova.com.
au/2012/08/lewandowsky-shows-
skeptics-are-nutters-by-asking-
alarmists-to-fill-out-survey/

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6APs1GdzO 340

I’m adding in the names of skeptics
who confirm they were not asked to
host this survey. We are still searching
for the five blogs who “refused” to host
the survey. Tally so far: skeptics asked
= 0 ;  not asked = 25.

Given that the survey audience was mostly
alarmist (see the blog list above), and the
survey’s intent was clear to commenters on
those sites (see their comments below), its
possible the team has “discovered” that some
alarmist readers are prepared to fake the
answers that they’d really like to see. The
survey was so transparently designed to link
climate skeptics with “conspiracy nutters” it
would hardly be surprising if a percentage of
alarmists readers of those blogs understood
what was required, and dutifully performed.

8/29/2012
Junk psychology about
skeptics

http://antigreen.blogspot.com.
au/2012/08/junk-psychology-about-
skeptics-having.html

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6DOH4O6Zw 0

In the absence of representative sampling from any specifiable
population, NO generalizations from the findings are warranted.
There is no way of knowing if what was true of the group studied is
true of any other group.
 
But Lewandowsky is a frantic Warmist so one could have
predicted his conclusions even before he did his "research". You
can read the whole thing here. It is very much a polemic -- from its
heading onwards. No sign of scientific detachment or caution
about evidence at all
 

8/30/2012

Tweet your permission for
Lewandowsky to ‘out’
you.

http://rankexploits.
com/musings/2012/tweet-your-
permission-for-lewandowsky-to-out-
you/ 50

Nevertheless, I think who
Lewandowsky contacted will reveal
whether he really even tried to conduct
a balanced survey... The fact that a
survey is performed on line is dubious
enough, but the
potential for bias is aggravated if the
researcher can conceal his
hand-picked list of blogs who advertise
his survey.

8/31/2012
Comment by Steve
McIntyre

http://rankexploits.
com/musings/2012/tweet-your-
permission-for-lewandowsky-to-out-
you/#comment-102420 112

If Lewandowky’s claim about 5 skeptic
blogs was fabricated, it appears to me
that it would be misconduct under
university policies. The person
responsible for investigating complaints
appears to be the Pro VIce Chancellor
(Research) ,Robyn Owens, dvcr@uwa.
edu.au.

8/31/2012

Multiple IPs, Hide My Ass
and the Lewandowsky
survey.

http://rankexploits.
com/musings/2012/multiple-ips-hide-
my-ass-and-the-lewandowsky-survey/ 50

...if the IPs were known we might estimate the
fraction of users who were using IPS
corresponding to trivially easy to find
anonymizing services like “hidemyass”. While
use of an anonymizing service can be
perfectly legitimate, they are also often used
by people who want to make mischief of some
sort. The easier to find ones are likely to
present a great temptation to mischievious
climage blog addicts who might decide to fill
out a survey during happy hour.

Barry Woods (Comment
#102532)

http://rankexploits.
com/musings/2012/multiple-ips-hide-
my-ass-and-the-lewandowsky-
survey/#comment-102532 50

someone has looked at the data. and the conclusions and title of
the paper are utterly fraudlent. ie 45 out of 48 those that reject
climate science REJECT the moon landing conspiracy theory

8/31/2012 Lewandowsky's data

http://www.bishop-hill.
net/blog/2012/8/31/lewandowskys-
data.html

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6APmcI3fF 106

Geoff Chambers has obtained Stephan
Lewandowsky's survey data which can
be seen as an attachment at the
bottom of this post. Of course it's
anonymised, so we are not going to get
to the bottom of the question of the
number of sceptics he approached, but
you may be interested.

8/31/2012

Comment by lurker,
passing through laughing
on Aug 31, 2012 at 1:18
PM
 

http://www.bishop-hill.
net/blog/2012/8/31/lewandowskys-
data.html

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6APmcI3fF 106

Lewandowsky is not actually offering anything
different than Gleick's forged HI trash. The
very large majority of the respondents are
extremist believers in AGW. That it made its
way through peer review is strong evidence
that anything making caricatures of skeptics is
quite acceptable for many academics, and
offsets any need for accuracy integrity or
honesty. As we saw with Peter Gleick's fraud
and forgery, the climate kooks will rally
anything under any circumstance that offers a
chance to pretend skeptics are wicked, evil
and ignorant. The irony that the believer
obsession on climate is making them become
what they claim skeptics are is apparently lost
on the climate concerned.

8/31/2012

Comment by foxgoose on
Aug 31, 2012 at 1:18 PM
 

http://www.bishop-hill.
net/blog/2012/8/31/lewandowskys-
data.html

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6APmcI3fF 106

Incidentally, if he claimed to have
offered the survey to a number of
sceptic blogs who refused to co-
operate, but if in fact he hadn't - that
would be scientific fraud, wouldn't it?

8/31/2012

Comment by Richard
Betts on Aug 31, 2012 at
1:18 PM
 

http://www.bishop-hill.
net/blog/2012/8/31/lewandowskys-
data.html

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6APmcI3fF 106

The thing I don't understand is, why
didn't they just make a post on sceptic
blogs themselves, rather than
approaching blog owners. They could
have posted as a Discussion topic here
at Bishop Hill without even asking the
host, and I very much doubt that the
Bish would have removed it. Climate
Audit also has very light-touch
moderation and I doubt whether Steve
McIntyre would have removed such an
unsolicited post. Same probably goes
for many of the sceptic blogs, in my
experience. So it does appear to that
they didn't try very hard to solicit views
from the climate sceptic community.

8/31/2012

Comment by The Leopard
In The Basement on Aug
31, 2012 at 9:52 PM

http://www.bishop-hill.
net/blog/2012/8/31/lewandowskys-
data.html

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6APmcI3fF 106

A commenter has just mentioned on
The Blackboard that they spotted two
old OT postings of the survey link on
sceptic sites from back in 2010 by
anonymous posters, one on this blog
and one on WUWT. I had a go a
searching for the key ID* of the survey
and currently only get 15 results
coming back, all from 2010, the two
sceptic links mentioned above and the
rest are showing up on only the deltoid
and profmandia blogs. How has
Lewandowsky got his data together?
This is looking Glieckier and Glieckier
by the hour ;)

8/31/2012

Comment by
geoffchambers on Aug
31, 2012 at 9:55 PM

http://www.bishop-hill.
net/blog/2012/8/31/lewandowskys-
data.html

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6APmcI3fF 106

You’re right, there are so many ways
they could have solicited the co-
operation of sceptics. Joanna has a
growing list of all the major sceptic
blogs who definitely weren’t
approached. The nuts and bolts of the
research were apparently the work of
Lewandowsky’s junior associate, but
that’s no excuse. Lewandowsky had
published articles on several major
warmist blogs. These blogs know
everything there is to know about us
sceptics. As is shown by my contact
with Adam Corner - the Guardian
journalist and researcher into the
psychology of scepticism - it’s perfectly
possible to make contact with “the
other side” if you want to.

8/31/2012

Comment by omnologos
on Aug 31, 2012 at 10:09
PM

http://www.bishop-hill.
net/blog/2012/8/31/lewandowskys-
data.html

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6APmcI3fF 106

As for Lewandosky...I'm convinced the whole
thing is a mess of badly-collected and totally-
invented data. It's the most shameful CAGW
article in the history of the world. Now Briffa
and Mann can proudly think they have many
defects, but at least they're not Lewandosky.

8/31/2012

Comment by
geoffchambers on Aug
31, 2012 at 11:06 PM

http://www.bishop-hill.
net/blog/2012/8/31/lewandowskys-
data.html

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6APmcI3fF 106

I think the following quotes from John Cook’s emails to
felllow authors on his private email threads demonstrate that
Skepticalscience did NOT participate in the survey -
whatever else Stephan and John may have got up to
together.

8/31/2012

Comment by The Leopard
In The Basement on Sep
1, 2012 at 6:11 AM

http://www.bishop-hill.
net/blog/2012/8/31/lewandowskys-
data.html

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6APmcI3fF 106

As someone else said, the whole study is a
mess. It just strikes me as a totally slapdash
and haphazard venture. Using a freebie
survey system and just plopping it down on
your mates self described "pro-science" sites
with a nod and a wink and waiting for the junk
responses to reach a certain level. It makes
me wonder if it took nearly 2 years for the
number of answers to fill up to the right level,
waiting for half assed idiots to stumble on the
survey link? ... Since the study is clearly
primed for bad answers to skew the results
towards skeptics=nutters, all Lewandowsky
would have to do is wait until enough answers
come back that fit a basic criteria on at least
one questionaire.  It almost writes itself.  Hack,
hackie, retarded, hackie shite.

8/31/2012

Comment by Foxgoose
on Sep 1, 2012 at 1:30
PM

http://www.bishop-hill.
net/blog/2012/8/31/lewandowskys-
data.html

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6APmcI3fF 106

I think a real showstopper is SKS moderator & author Tom
Curtis' reply to Geoff at SkS:- ".... in my opinion, the title of
the paper is not justified by the results, and is needlessly
sensationalizing and offensive". I wonder if Lewandowsky
groupie John Cook agrees.

9/1/2012

Comment by Mickey
Reno on Sep 1, 2012 at
2:30 PM

http://www.bishop-hill.
net/blog/2012/8/31/lewandowskys-
data.html

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6APmcI3fF 106

This is damn near unbelievable, except
we've seen the Peter Glieck's and the
ClimateGaters, and still, my sense of
being offended for the craft of Einstein,
Bohrs, Newton, Feynman, and so
many other giants, being sullied by
hacks and propagandists, still has the
ability to be amazed and saddened and
disgusted. Who in a modern University
department, or as an editor of a
supposed science publication or a peer
reviewer can bloody hell think an on-
line self-selecting subject base can be
used to conclude anything on any
topic? This Lew guy is a professor? He
should be demoted and forbidden from
ever again using the words science,
skeptic, research and knowledge, and
instead trained in the language of his
new craft with words like mop, bucket
and Caution: Wet Floor.

9/1/2012

Comment by Mickey
Reno on Sep 1, 2012 at
2:30 PM

http://www.bishop-hill.
net/blog/2012/8/31/lewandowskys-
data.html?currentPage=2#comments

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6ARXP2Wdz 106

The misguided can do a great deal of
harm. What they won't do is conspire
with the obviously evil. And sometimes
(and this is a matter of judgment,
obviously) the bad stuff continuing
depends not just on false belief
(madness of crowds, popular delusions
and the rest) but outright deception. I
think we're close to that point in the
climate smearing game.
Lewandowsky's survey represents a
new low and it cannot all be accident.

9/1/2012

Comment by omnologos
on Sep 1, 2012 at 11:39
PM

http://www.bishop-hill.
net/blog/2012/8/31/lewandowskys-
data.html?currentPage=2#comments

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6ARXP2Wdz 106

Lew made up the "5 skeptical blogs"
bit. That much we know.

What would've prevented him then from
fabricating responses, filling up gaps in the
spreadsheet, and in general massaging the
whole survey? There's even a suspicion
multiple versions of the questions were used,
and in his Gleickian effort Prof Lew might as
well have "interpreted" answers to old versions
in regard of the finally-published list. He even invented most or all of SkS involvement.

9/2/2012

Comment by The Leopard
In The Basement on Sep
2, 2012 at 9:29 AM

http://www.bishop-hill.
net/blog/2012/8/31/lewandowskys-
data.html?currentPage=2#comments

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6ARXP2Wdz 106

Add that little nugget where
Lewandowsky plops in his little
weightless claim that he was rebuffed
in his attempt to get his questionaire
hosted in a forums where it could have
honestly expected some chances of
getting real sceptics response. That
claim is a pseudo data point that only
adds the effect to smear climate
sceptics as a class of people.

Lewandowsky has done the equivalent of claiming to ask some
blokes down the pub about something and then put some r2
numbers to their responses in a pseudo scientific way and this
gets lauded as a "big result" by the natives!

9/2/2012

Comment by Richard
Drake on Sep 2, 2012 at
9:51 PM

http://www.bishop-hill.
net/blog/2012/8/31/lewandowskys-
data.html?currentPage=2#comments

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6ARXP2Wdz 106

My post at SkS has already been deleted without trace
together with all posts since the one following Geoff's last
post - including the one accusing me of being a tinfoil hatter.
Mass deletions with no record or reason given. I think we
now know the answer to the question we've been asking
John Cook. Perhaps he'll have to start a new sub-section for
"Cookie's Cock Ups"

9/2/2012

Comment by Foxgoose
on Sep 2, 2012 at 2:38
PM

http://www.bishop-hill.
net/blog/2012/8/31/lewandowskys-
data.html?currentPage=2#comments

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6ARXP2Wdz 106

9/3/2012
Comment by sHx on Sep
3, 2012 at 9:16 AM

http://www.bishop-hill.
net/blog/2012/8/31/lewandowskys-
data.html?currentPage=2#comments

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6ARXP2Wdz 106

In Climate Wars parlance, what Lewandowsky did with this 'paper'
is to commit an egregious war crime. He ignored even the most
basic rule of engagement, by using the results of an online
survey/s for what's supposed to be a scholarly paper. That's like
shooting innocent men, women and children and then counting
their numbers as 'terrorists killed in action'.

9/3/2012

Comment by Paul
Matthews on Sep 3, 2012
at 10:11 AM

http://www.bishop-hill.
net/blog/2012/8/31/lewandowskys-
data.html?currentPage=2#comments

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6ARXP2Wdz 106

Yes, the thread at Sks makes fascinating reading as the liars
tie themselves in knots. People might want to take a copy in
case it mysteriously disappears.  First we are told (#14) that
"Skeptical Science and John Cook are not associated with
Lewandowski's study." Then we are told (#15) that they did
host the survey in 2011. Geoff points out that this doesn't
make sense (#16), and Cook changes his story in #15 to
2010, despite the fact that Geoff says he has already
searched the Wayback archive for the relevant period and
it's not there.  Foxgoose asks for clarification (#22) and is
referrred to back to Cook's muddled and false answer.  Geoff
again points out the contradiction in #27 and #31 and asks
why they would delete the survey. That's an interesting
theory - that Tom Curtis's comments may be designed to
allow a Gergis-style climb-down

9/3/2012
Comment by ROM on
Sep 3, 2012 at 1:17 PM

http://www.bishop-hill.
net/blog/2012/8/31/lewandowskys-
data.html?currentPage=2#comments

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6ARgVBmP3 106

In a pdf presentation by
Lewandowsky … which reads
like the author has imbibed
illicit substances for a little to
long, is dated Sept 2010 …
This slide gives every
impression that with only a
couple of weeks between the
end of the survey,say at the
end of august 2010 but
depending on it's end date and
the creation of the number of
slides in the link above in
September 2010 immediately
following, that the results of the
survey were already a
foregone pre-ordained result of
which the survey was only to
give it the appearance of
legitimacy.

9/1/2012

Paging Dr. Stephan
Lewandowsky – show
your climate survey
invitation RSVP’s[1]

http://wattsupwiththat.
com/2012/09/01/paging-dr-stephan-
lewandowsky-show-your-invitation-list/

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6APmLNr2M 183

Dr. Stephan Lewandowsky of the
University of Western Australia’s
Cognitive Science Department devised
some sort of survey where he
supposedly contacted skeptical climate
blogs to ask we post a link to gather
opinions for his survey. He says he
contacted five and they all declined.
Only one problem with that; none of the
mainstream skeptical blogs appear to
have any knowledge of being
contacted. That includes WUWT and
Climate Audit, among others.

Looking at the data, those that most strongly ‘reject’ climate
science, ALSO strongly reject ALL the conspiracy theories…

9/1/2012

Lewandowsky et al. 2012
MOTIVATED
REJECTION OF
SCIENCE – Part 3 Data
Analysis of the
Conspiracy Theory
element

http://manicbeancounter.
com/2012/09/01/lewandowsky-et-al-
2012-motivated-rejection-of-science-
part-3-data-analysis-of-the-conspiracy-
theory-element/

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6APnEiTf1 5

The claim in the paper that they
contacted five sceptical blogs to
improve the spread of views is highly
suspect. Jo Nova contacted 24 such
blogs (including all the most prominent
ones), with not a single one
remembering such an approach. Prof.
Lewandowsky is currently refusing to
divulge the names of the blogs
contacted.

As there was no proper control of the answers,
there could be rogue results generated.

9/3/2012 The plot thickens

http://www.bishop-hill.
net/blog/2012/9/3/the-plot-thickens.
html

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6APlbttPD 53

To make things worse for
Lewandowsky, Simon at Australian
Climate Madness has submitted an
FOI request for his correspondence
related to the paper. Lewandowsky has
admitted that no sceptic blogs carried
his survey, but I think it's fair to say that
nobody actually believes his
convenient claim that his approaches
to sceptics were spurned. If nothing is
turned up by the FOI request it seems
likely that the allegations will be
widened to include a clear and
deliberate intention to commit
academic fraud.

The illusion that his paper was a bona fide contribution to the
academic literature has faded away with the news that his
headline - linking denial of the US moon landing and AGW
scepticism - was not even supported by his data. The first
allegations of academic fraud have been made.

9/3/2012

Comment by Steve
McIntyre Sep 3, 2012 at
10:12 PM[2]

http://www.bishop-hill.
net/blog/2012/9/3/the-plot-thickens.
html

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6APlbttPD 53

The study itself looks pretty goofy and to be
compromised by fake (Gleickian) answers
from readers of Tamino, Deltoid etc , but that
is another story.

9/3/2012
Comment by Foxgoose
Sep 3, 2012 at 11:06 PM

http://www.bishop-hill.
net/blog/2012/9/3/the-plot-thickens.
html

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6APlbttPD 53

I don't think Stephan or his collaborators cared about the
methodology - or ever expected to have to justify it. I think they
dreamed up their dramatic headline conclusion of "climate sceptics
are nutters" and worked back from there.

NOTE: user comments highlighted in yellow Excerpt Espousing Conspiracy Theory

Date Title URL Webcite Comments Didn't email deniers
Inconsistent delivery/excluded
skeptics Warmists faked data Methodology flaws Emailed warmists before deniers Intermediate Data SkS conspiracies Versiongate Hiding Data STW Censoring Comments Used multiple IPs Kevin Judd puppet master Tom Curtis faked criticism SL founded Conversation Lew gravy train Blocks IPs 97% of deniers didn't enter survey Paper isn't going to be published Infowar* (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Infowar) Unethical ethics application Gravy train Govt Conspiracy Theory



9/3/2012

Lewandowsky: FoI
request submitted to
UWA

http://www.australianclimatemadness.
com/2012/09/lewandowsky-foi-
request-submitted-to-uwa/

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6APuM5Jpt 7

Just an update on this. I have
submitted a formal Freedom of
Information request to the University of
Western Australia for copies of all of
Prof Lewandowsky's emails to climate
blogs (any climate blogs) in relation to
the 'moon landing denial paper' as I'm
calling it (see here and here).

9/3/2012

Lewandowsky data show
more alarmists believe
the moon landings were
faked

http://www.australianclimatemadness.
com/2012/09/lewandowsky-data-
shows-more-alarmists-believe-the-
moon-landings-were-faked/

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6APujS5o3 13

...out of the sample of 10 that believe the moon landings were
faked, a majority (60%) accept the consensus position on climate
science.

9/4/2012

Comment by Foxgoose at
07:55 AM on 4
September, 2012

http://www.shapingtomorrowsworld.
org/ccc1.html#198 27

The current premise is that there are
no "Human Subjects" and as more and
more known sceptical blog proprietors
add their voices, this will become
increasingly apparent. Unless of
course Stephan has approached the
proprietors of five "sceptic blogs" which
no-one in the sceptic community has
ever heard of.

9/4/2012

Comment by Ian Woolley
at 19:06 PM on 4
September, 2012
[3]

http://www.shapingtomorrowsworld.
org/ccc1.html#209 27

As Geoff Chambers points out
at the Bishop Hill site, with Prof
Lewandowsky giving a
presentation at Monash
university a mere 3 days after
the second email to Steve
McIntyre

9/4/2012
Comment by Geoff
Chambers

http://www.shapingtomorrowsworld.
org/ccc2.html#221 25

Would Professor Lewandowsky kindly
tell us when he sent his requests to
sceptic sites to publicise his survey? In
the case of face to face interviews or
telephone surveys, it is normal practice
to state the dates of fieldwork.
Professor Lewandowsky posted his
requests to at least six of his eight pro-
science sites in late August, since they
posted his request 28-30 August.
McIntyre received his request 6th
September, with a follow-up reminder 2
weeks later. Lewandowsky sent
something to someone the 23rd
September - but what?

9/4/2012

Comment by PJ at 23:19
PM on 4 September,
2012

http://www.shapingtomorrowsworld.
org/ccc2.html#224 25

Steve McIntyre says he
located an email from Charles
Hanich on Sep 6, 2010 asking
that the survey be posted by
Climate Audit and a second
request two weeks later. That
brings us to September 20th.
23rd of September
Lewandowsky gave a
presentation at Monash
university... So three days after
(unsuccessfully) asking for
cooperation in fieldwork,
Lewandowsky is publicy
announcing the results.

9/5/2012

Comment by
stevemcintyre at 01:24
AM on 5 September,
2012

http://www.shapingtomorrowsworld.
org/ccc2.html#225 25

...the reported responses from readers of
Deltoid and similar blogs clearly included
"scam" responses - a point conceded by Tom
Curtis of Skeptical Science. Did your approved
methodology include any precautions to
identify and exclude "scam" responses? If so,
what were they.

the participation invitations to Deltoid
and similar blogs were posted between
August 28-30, while your invitation to
me was not sent until some time
afterwards. Was this part of the
approved methodology? If so, what
was the purpose of the delay?

9/5/2012

Comment by Foxgoose at
03:17 AM on 5
September, 2012

http://www.shapingtomorrowsworld.
org/ccc2.html#225 25

It does seem rather
extraordinary that Professor
Lewandowsky was able to put
up a slide giving some of the
results of his survey (including
number of responses) on
September 23rd 2010 - when
he didn't send out final emails
inviting his primary sources
(sceptic blogs) to participate
until September 20th. It almost
seems as if he had decided on
the number and nature of
responses before the final data
could possibly have been
received. Is there a word for
this novel form of data
acquisition? Is it unique to the
discipline of "climate science".

9/5/2012

Comment by Foxgoose at
03:17 AM on 5
September, 2012

http://www.shapingtomorrowsworld.
org/ccc2.html#225 25

If the invitation to the blogs,
where the majority of
responses were expected, only
went out on Sept 20th - how
could the number of responses
have been (accurately)
estimated by Sept 23rd.
Putting it another way. Since
proprietors of sceptic blogs like
Steve Mcintyre didn't notice or
respond to the final email
request to post a link on Sept
20th - in the few days following
that Lewandowsky et al could
have had no possible idea of
how many reponses might
result. In the event, no link was
posted so the number of
responses from sceptic blogs
was zilch - but sceptics are
mainly to be found on sceptic
blogs and if the link had been
posted the responses would
have dwarfed the 1,100
received from climate activist
blogs. Curiously -
Lewandowsky et al were able
to employ their psychic powers
to divine that the sceptic blogs
wouldn't post their link and
they'd be left with just the
1,100 comedy postings from
their buddies' blogs. Odd, don't
you think?

9/5/2012

Comment by johanna at
08:56 AM on 5
September, 2012

http://www.shapingtomorrowsworld.
org/ccc2.html#240 27

As someone who has also
conducted surveys, I am
astonished that announcing
even preliminary results while
the survey is still open (as it
apparently was, according to
the chronology supplied by
Steve McIntyre) is considered
even vaguely acceptable. This
was not a case where all the
data had been gathered but
was still being analysed, which
is itself a risky approach. To
make things worse, opinion
surveys are completely
compromised for future
participants if results are
released progressively while
the survey is underway, for
reasons that Prof.
Lewandowsky, as a social
researcher, is well aware of.
Perhaps he will blame his
research assistant for this
failing grade methodology.

9/5/2012

Comment by tlitb1 at 08:
37 AM on 5 September,
2012
[4] 27

I think the number of skeptic sites who
never posted the HKMKNI_9a13984
numbered survey (that Steve McIntyre
turned up in his inbox) can come down
from 5 to 4 since it appears it was
offered on this JunkScience page back
in Sept 2010.  Dare I ask if Mr Hanich
misplaced an email response from
them?

9/5/2012 More Lew
http://www.bishop-hill.
net/blog/2012/9/5/more-lew.html

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6ARh9332S 3

I noted yesterday that McIntyre
had unearthed an invitation to
take part in the Lewandowsky
survey. However, there is
much about the survey that still
appears problematic. Firstly,
the invitation was sent on 6
September 2010, but upholder
blogs like Deltoid had received
the link more than a week
earlier on 28 August. McIntyre
received a reminder two weeks
later. Just three days after that,
Lewandowsky was discussing
preliminary results in public,
which seems rather odd.

But there's more. In the comments at
Lewandowsky's recent post on his "conspiracy
theory" article, Steve McIntyre wonders why the
survey he was told to complete was different to
the one that was sent to Deltoid.

9/5/2012
Comment by johanna on
Sep 5, 2012 at 7:47 AM

http://www.bishop-hill.
net/blog/2012/9/5/more-lew.html

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6ARh9332S 3

As I point out in my comment
at Lewandowsky, releasing
results of an opinion survey
while it is still open
automatically discredits the
survey. It potentially biases
future participants. This is a
rule he would have learned as
an undergraduate, assuming
he knows anything at all about
how to conduct a valid opinion
poll.

9/6/2012[5]

10 conspiracy theorists
makes a moon landing
paper for Stephan
Lewandowsky (Part II)
PLUS all 40 questions

http://joannenova.com.au/2012/09/10-
conspiracy-theorists-makes-a-moon-
landing-paper-for-stefan-
lewandowsky-part-ii-and-all-40-
questions/

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6AT86r4DV 88

The authors,   Lewandowsky, S.,
Oberauer, K., & Gignac, C. E., drew
conclusions about skeptics by largely
surveying alarmist sites.

They got hardly any positive responses, some
of which may have been faked (who can tell?).

Then with a tiny ten positive responses out of 1147, the authors
drew inferences about a group of people which must number
between one hundred thousand to one million or more individuals.
Worse, of the ten who thought the moon landing was faked, only
three or four were skeptics. The headline of the study “NASA
faked the moon landing—therefore (climate) science is a hoax: An
anatomy of the motivated rejection of science” is drawn from only
those ten responses.  Do I need to say it’s a sample size too small
to draw any conclusions? I shouldn’t. But this point alone should
have been enough for the paper in its current form to fail review,
yet it didn’t.

Geoff Chambers tells me that Leopard on the
Bishop Hill thread has noted that Steve McIntyre
is asking Lewandowsky why there are two or
even three different forms of the survey? Why
indeed?

9/6/2012

How a few trolls
convinced Lewandowsky
sceptics were mad

http://blogs.news.com.
au/dailytelegraph/andrewbolt/index.
php/dailytelegraph/comments/how_a_few_trolls_convinced_lewandowsky_sceptics_were_mad/P20/

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6AZ7VirfQ 135

I wasn’t contacted either. So who was,
other than Climate Audit (which hadn’t
noticed the request until it went
looking).

Such a startling theory must have some pretty
strong evidence to back it up. But no sooner
does Lewandowsky detail it than alarm bells
ring:.. Links were posted on 8 blogs (with a
pro-science science stance but with a diverse
audience); a further 5 \skeptic” (or \skeptic"-
leaning) blogs were approached but none
posted the link… And that’s exactly where the
whole exercise started to collapse.

The first thing to note is that there are 40 questions in
the questionnaire, but a number of them are not
referenced in the paper. I’m not sure why this is the
case. One of them is also not present in the dataset
that Professor Lewandowsky provided to me.

9/5/2012

Stephan Lewandowsky’s
slow motion
Psychological Science
train wreck

http://wattsupwiththat.
com/2012/09/05/stephan-
lewandowskys-slow-motion-social-
science-train-wreck/

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6AT6QuCeT 82

Besides what we already know about
the flawed sampling method, the lack
of follow up with skeptic blogs to make
sure they got communications inviting
them to post the survey...

Based on what I’ve seen so far, it is my
opinion that Lewandowsky set out to create
the survey data he wanted by manipulation of
the survey system through multiple
undocumented surveys, incomplete and non-
representative sampling, biased survey
questions, and essentially no quality control.
There weren’t even significant safeguards in
place to prevent individuals from taking the
survey multiple times, appearing as other
identities. There are so many things wrong
with this paper that I can’t see it surviving
intact.

And then we have the fact that
Lewandowsky was discussing
preliminary results at a
seminar, while the surveys
were still open and he had not
heard back from the skeptic
blogs yet, such as the follow
up invitation to Steve McIntyre.
Having an open discussion of
the survey is highly irregular,
because attendees/viewers
are free to take the survey,
possibly biasing the results.

The striking thing is that we have John Cook’s Skeptical
Science blog listed as presenting both the original as well as
the most recent survey. It as been discovered that Cook is a
co-author with Levandowsky on a similar paper. One
wonders how much Cook contributed to the questions,
based on his understanding of his readers likely responses.
It is strange irony indeed that the paper discusses
“debiasing”, when so many potential biases in
Lewandowsky’s methods are clearly obvious to even the
casual reader.

the most troubling new revelation appears to be
that some climate skeptic blogs got different
questionaires than their counterpart AGW
advocate blogs. If true (and it appears to be
based on the survey numbering system) this
negates the study on the basis of inconsistent
sampling, and I think it is time to ask
Psychological Science editor Robert V. Kail to
investigate this paper, and if he finds what the
skeptics have, start a retraction.

9/6/2012
Fish rot from the head
Part 1

http://www.ambitgambit.
com/2012/09/06/fish-rot-from-the-
head-part-1/

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6AblpNkkh 12

Things get worse when you look at the conspiracy figures. There
were only three correspondents (thank goodness) who agreed
with all the propositions, and as this graph shows, generally only
small numbers agreed with any of the propositions. The
conspiracy which gave its name to the subtitle in fact had only 10
adherents (and only 3 of these thought global warming was a
hoax). So the n in this case is somewhere between 3 and 289.
Again, a long way short of >1200.

9/7/2012

Conspiracy Theory?! Get
Lewandowsky a
dictionary. STAT!

http://rankexploits.
com/musings/2012/conspiracy-theory-
get-lewindowsky-a-dictionary-stat/

Given the lack of evidence that he tried
to contact skeptic blogs, and his
bizarre excuse for not reporting the
blogs he tried to contact when
describing his methodology, some
people suspect he didn’t try very hard
to contact skeptic blogs. But that
suspicion is not a conspiracy theory.

The evidence that Deltoid posted the
survey before Lewindowsky’s graduate
student’s first contact with Climate
Audit and that Lewindowsky may have
distributed links to different surveys to
different blogs is leading people to
suspect him of incompetence.

The evidence that Deltoid posted the survey
before Lewindowsky’s graduate student’s first
contact with Climate Audit and that Lewindowsky
may have distributed links to different surveys to
different blogs is leading people to suspect him
of incompetence.

9/7/2012
An assessment of current
alarmist propaganda.

http://thepointman.wordpress.
com/2012/09/07/an-assessment-of-
current-alarmist-propaganda/

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6AxUxVAQ5

Tactically, this change of strategy manifests itself in two
methods; polls about global warming and attack papers,
thinly disguised as psychological studies of skeptics. While
both of these seem to have some statistical or psychological
legitimacy, and therefore the hoped for authority, the whole
change in propaganda strategy is, I think, deeply flawed. The
fact that I’m talking about a change in strategy, shouldn’t be
interpreted as me believing that there’s some central
organisation that has re-evaluated the deteriorating alarmist
situation, and decided on a change of tack. It’s more a case
of the true believers desperately looking for something to get
the stalled bandwagon back on the road, and hitting on the
same wrong ideas. With the resources at their command,
Lord help us if they ever learnt to think strategically, but at
the end of the day, they’re good at battles, but terrible at
campaigns, because being hopelessly optimistic about
results, blinds them to thinking things through.

9/7/2012
Lewandowsky can reveal
this?!

http://rankexploits.
com/musings/2012/lewandowsky-can-
reveal-this/

If I’m one of the bloggers and the board
refuses to let Stephan name my blog,
why doesn’t he just post the entire
contents of the emails he sent me and
any I sent him? Posting the contents
seems to be permitted and the text in
the email might help trigger my
memory.

9/7/2012
Let’s see the ethics
application

http://catallaxyfiles.
com/2012/09/07/lets-see-the-ethics-
application/

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6AZ8LdVcS 18

He claims to have surveyed a number
of blogs yet seems strangely reluctant
to name those blogs or state how many
respondents came from each blog...
Almost certainly a plain language
statement would require the names of
the authors to be stated, unless
Lewandowsky had applied for
permission to use deception as part of
the research strategy. He may well
have done so and the ethics
application would then reflect the
reasons for having done so.

9/7/2012 Stephan Lewandowsky

http://catallaxyfiles.
com/2012/09/07/stephan-
lewandowsky/

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6AZ8HS7J9 30

Lewandowsky has shown once again that he is not a scientist – he
is a zealot and alarmist who is sucking on the public teat; a high-
paid welfare recipient.

9/7/2012

Fish rot from the head
Part 2: what is a
conspiracy?

http://www.ambitgambit.
com/2012/09/07/fish-rot-from-the-
head-part-2-what-is-a-conspiracy/

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6AbmA4OC1 6

Part 1 showed that the Lewandowsky study was not of >1200
people. The questionnaire posted on the web was actually to
recruit people so that those who showed “conspiracist ideation”
could be selected and studied further. The total number of people
who accepted one or more of Lewandowsky’s conspiracy theories
was actually 553, and the greatest number who accepted any one
of the theories was 289 while the smallest was 10.

9/8/2012

Comment by A.Scott at
07:44 AM on 8
September, 2012

http://www.shapingtomorrowsworld.
org/lewandowskyVersionGate.
html#351 70

It is simply not credible to make claims
about skeptics, when you do not obtain
data from said group. Mr.
Lewandowsky's paper make sweeping
generalizations on what and how
skeptics allegedly think, all while
knowingly, and by all appearances
purposely, failing to obtain data from
the skeptic group... The appearance at
least is he obtained the data he
wanted, thru the cooperation of the 8
"pro-science" sites. He then made what
appears to be a very limited, token
attempt, with no effort at followup, after
he he had already received over a
thousand responses thru pro-science
sites.

The SAME pro-science sites were its been
shown there was direct comment from
members that they manipulated the results
with fraudulent responses.

9/8/2012
Conspiracy of one - Josh
183

http://www.bishop-hill.
net/blog/2012/9/8/conspiracy-of-one-
josh-183.html

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6AYp5USyz 39

Cartoon suggesting that different versions of SL
survey were sent to different people to falsify
results

9/8/2012
Replication of
Lewandowsky Survey

http://wattsupwiththat.
com/2012/09/08/replication-of-
lewandowsky-survey/

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6AYpTWDZh 208

Due to the serious and legitimate questions
raised, I have recreated the Lewendowsky
Survey in an attempt to replicate and create a
more robust set of replies, including from
skeptic users.

9/8/2012
Anatomy of the
Lewandowsky Scam

http://climateaudit.
org/2012/09/08/lewandowsky-scam/

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6AYpmcZFL 83

The scam identified by Curtis was that these
respondents were almost certainly warmists
caricaturing skeptics. Their caricatures were
grotesque: two respondents, claiming to be
skeptics, purported to believe in every single
conspiracy, no matter how wacko. That the US
government was complicit in 9/11; that the
Moon Landings were fake; that SARS and
AIDS were government plots, etc etc.

Lewandowsky applied a technique closely related to principal
components to scam and non-scam data alike, homogenizing
them into a conspiratorial ideation.

An invitation was apparently also posted at Skeptical
Science, a blog operated by John Cook, a close associate of
Lewandowsky. However, Skeptical Science rewrites its
history from time to time and the original posting, apparently
deleted in one of its occasional pogroms, is no longer online.

9/8/2012 Lewandowsky update
http://www.australianclimatemadness.
com/2012/09/lewandowsky-update-3/

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6AZCcqVHC 8

Even if Lewandowsky does eventually
release the names of the bloggers who
were contacted, it won't show the
history of communication between the
eight chosen sites and the five
"sceptic" sites, or indeed any other
sites that were contacted as part of the
survey process. However, the
FoI certainly will, and will shows what
steps were taken to secure the
participation of any blog contacted as
part of the research.

from the buddy of John Cook at Un-Skeptical Pseudo-
Science

9/10/2012

Steve McIntyre finds
Lewandowsky’s paper is
a “landmark of junk
science”

http://joannenova.com.
au/2012/09/steve-mcintyre-finds-
lewandowskys-paper-is-a-landmark-
of-junk-science/

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6AZ710CLO 47

That people would “game” the test was
predictable given the clumsy nature of the
survey, the one-sided nature of the
conspiracies investigated, the virulently anti-
skeptic sites where it was hosted, and the
comments on the threads where it was
announced. Obviously the survey hoped to
show skeptics were nutters, and when it was
posted in front of those who-hate-skeptics,
readers obliged.

NOTE: user comments highlighted in yellow Excerpt Espousing Conspiracy Theory

Date Title URL Webcite Comments Didn't email deniers
Inconsistent delivery/excluded
skeptics Warmists faked data Methodology flaws Emailed warmists before deniers Intermediate Data SkS conspiracies Versiongate Hiding Data STW Censoring Comments Used multiple IPs Kevin Judd puppet master Tom Curtis faked criticism SL founded Conversation Lew gravy train Blocks IPs 97% of deniers didn't enter survey Paper isn't going to be published Infowar* (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Infowar) Unethical ethics application Gravy train Govt Conspiracy Theory



9/10/2012

Lewandowsky’s real
finding: warmist
professors more likely to
believe in faked data

http://blogs.news.com.
au/heraldsun/andrewbolt/index.
php/heraldsun/comments/lewandowskys_real_finding_warmist_professors_more_likely_to_believe_in_fake/

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6AZ7bxpaa 36

Steve McIntyre checks the data behind
Professor Stephan Lewandosky’s bizarre
peer-reviewed paper claiming sceptics tend to
believe the moon landings were faked. Truth
is, turns out what was faked were responses
to Lewandowsky’s sloppy survey - and the
paper should be withdrawn

9/10/2012 The Third ‘Skeptic’
http://climateaudit.org/2012/09/10/the-
third-skeptic/

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6AaPleK83 81

My interpretation (and it is only an interpretation,
since the description is not conclusive) is that
Lewandowsky accepted multiple responses from
the same IP address as long as there was a slight
variation in any answer. For example, the
answers from the two scam responses who
agreed with every conspiracy were nearly
identical, but varied on a couple of questions. As I
interpret the methodology, because the two
answers were not item-for-item identical, they
would be accepted even if they came from the
same IP address. No need for complicated hiding
behind proxy servers as long as one or two
answers were varied. I re-iterate that this is an
interpretation of the methodological description
and it is possible that the algorithm operated
differently. Lewandowsky could easily clarify this
issue without providing the actual IP addresses. It
is trivial to assign a unique ID number for each
unique IP address so that this phenomenon could
be analysed.

9/10/2012 The Third ‘Skeptic’
http://climateaudit.org/2012/09/10/the-
third-skeptic/#comment-350166

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6AaPleK83 64

As it turned out, no surveys had been
sent to “skeptic” blogs by
Lewandowsky nor any surveys
referring to Lewandowsky (whose
association with the survey had been
prominently featured at Deltoid and Hot
Topic.)

And why would he be trying to accommodate
respondents from their own laboratory? What
business do they have filling out the survey in
the first place? I wonder how many responses
came from his own university? And how many
of the fake responses?

My interpretation (and it is only an interpretation, since the
description is not conclusive) is that Lewandowsky accepted
multiple responses from the same IP address as long as there was
a slight variation in any answer. For example, the answers from
the two scam responses who agreed with every conspiracy were
nearly identical, but varied on a couple of questions. As I interpret
the methodology, because the two answers were not item-for-item
identical, they would be accepted even if they came from the same
IP address. No need for complicated hiding behind proxy servers
as long as one or two answers were varied.

9/10/2012 The Daily Lew
http://wattsupwiththat.
com/2012/09/10/the-daily-lew/

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6AaPXOYAB 33

It seems Lewandowsky can’t tolerate the word
“fake” when it comes tot he data... I don’t think
they understand how fragile their survey was
and how easy it was to create fake responses.
Instead, they assume they are accusing
Lewandowsky of dishonesty, where the
accusation actually lies in the
realm of incompetence.

9/10/2012

Study Concludes
Conspiracy Theorists,
Free-Market Thinkers
Likely to be Global
Warming ‘Deniers’

http://www.theblaze.com/stories/study-
concludes-conspiracy-theorists-free-
market-thinkers-likely-to-be-global-
warming-deniers/

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6AaPB0kid 87

Watts criticizes Lewandowsky for not
contacting any of the mainstream
skeptic blogs, including his own. Watts
says he reviewed his emails for an
invitation to include the survey link and
contacted other similar blogs to see if
they had received an invitation as well
— they didn’t. He also calls
Lewandowsky out for not listing the
climate skeptic blogs he contacted.

It could also be said though that the study takes a “post hoc ergo
procter hoc” approach. The term is Latin for “after this, therefore
because of this.” It‘s like saying MTV’s “Teen Moms” was taken off
air and then teen pregnancies were found to be down and
attributing this reduction to the show being cancelled (Note: the
show has not been cancelled). The study author seems to be
assuming that because someone is found to be a climate denier, it
is because of their tendency to be a free-market thinker and/or a
conspiracy theorist.

Watts also criticizes
Lewandoswky for discussing
the “results” of his study while
the survey was still open,
which would be considered
poor scientific practice.

In a separate post, Watts writes on WUWT that it
also appears different survey questions may
have been provided to different blogs

9/10/2012 The Five Blogs
http://rankexploits.
com/musings/2012/the-five-blogs/

Inviting Morano on September 23 when
the survey had been been initiated at
least as early as August suggests less
than reputable behavior on the part of
the lead researcher.

9/10/2012
Lewandowsky Censors
Discussion of Fake Data

http://climateaudit.
org/2012/09/10/lewandowsky-censors-
discussion-of-fake-data/

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6AbnVbv8J 120

The key issue for Lewandowsky et al 2012 is
its use of fake data, a problem squarely
addressed by Tom Curtis of Skeptical Science
and discussed at CA here.

Rather than answer the question,
Lewandowsky, the author of a paper
entitled “NASA faked the moon
landing|Therefore (Climate) Science is a
Hoax: An Anatomy of the Motivated
Rejection of Science”, deleted the question

9/10/2012
Comment by Geoff
Chambers

http://climateaudit.
org/2012/09/10/lewandowsky-censors-
discussion-of-fake-data/#comment-
351106

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6AbnVbv8J 120

On 3 Oct 2010 Cook informs his colleagues: “..then I got
involved with Steve Lewandowsky and some of his cognitive
colleagues who is very interested in the phenomena of
science blogging and they’re planning to do some research
into the subject that I’m going to help them with”. 6 October
2010 he tells them: “I’ve been having some intriguing
conversations with Steve Lewandowsky who’s throwing
cognitive experiment ideas at me to see what’s technically
possible. Having a significantly sized group of people
classified as skeptic or proAGW makes all sorts of
interesting experiments possible.” It makes no sense that he
should be informing his fellow authors that he’s going to do
something he’s just done two months ago. I therefore
conclude that the survey was not publicised on Skeptical
Science, and the eight blogs who are said in the paper to
have provided respondents therefore shrink to six. How
Lewandowsky managed to get 1300+ respondents from
Tamino’s, Deltoid and Scott Mandia’s is a mystery he should
be asked to explain.

9/10/2012
Stephan Lewandowsky's
incredible blog

http://motls.blogspot.com.
au/2012/09/stephan-lewandowskys-
incredible-blog.html

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6AaoWP1sg 3

Concerning his/their fraudulent
research linking conspiracy theories to
climate skepticism, he claims to have
contacted 5 skeptical blogs in 2010 –
be sure that TRF wasn't among them
– but he can't reveal their identity for
some obscure reasons. It seems that
Joanne has been able to locate the
five skeptic websites that got the
invitations. But even if he offered
skeptical blogs to participate in his
survey, it's pretty obvious and he must
have known that most of them and
probably all of them would refuse to
give room to a survey organized by an
alarmist whose results were likely to
be distorted in a way to try to harm
skeptics – and indeed, we know that
exactly this thing occurred.

Even more importantly, as I said weeks ago,
he should have incorporated some filters
against dishonest answers to the poll that the
participants filled in order to hurt the other
group, especially because it was so obvious
that these illegitimate answers to the poll
would affect the results asymmetrically
(because the survey was run on alarmist blogs
only). Well, mostly climate alarmists did so
(the survey appeared at alarmist blogs so it's
not hard to see that` many alarmists
pretended to be paranoid skeptics, just like in
the other way around in my parody of the poll)
and this was arguably by design. After all, the
guy wants to "shape the world of tomorrow" so
he "shapes" the methodology of his research
appropriately to achieve the "right shape". This
is not science. In fact, this is not even the kind
of a behavior that is acceptable for an honest
person who is a non-scientist. I urge the
University of Western Australia that harbors
this obnoxious crook to fire him as soon as
possible.

9/11/2012

Author Behind Study
Linking Conspiracy
Theorists, Free-Market
Thinkers to Global
Warming Denial Releases
Names of ‘Skeptic’ Blogs

http://www.theblaze.
com/stories/author-behind-study-
linking-conspiracy-theorists-free-
market-thinkers-to-global-warming-
denial-releases-names-of-skeptic-
blogs/

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6AbjA4AMr 27

After publishing this study, some blogs
that would be considered skeptical of
man-made global warming began to
question Lewandowsky’s
methodology, including which blogs he
actually contacted — none of those
considered skeptics ended up posting
the survey. Some of these blogs
calling out Lewandowsky, like Anthony
Watts’ “Watts Up With That” were
alluding to the researcher either not
contacting mainstream skeptic blogs
or not giving them enough time to post
the survey.

Lewandowsky was also accused by climate
skeptic blogs of providing different survey’s to
different sites. To this, he told TheBlaze “it is
standard practice in research to assign different
versions of a survey to different people which
differ only in the order in which questions are
presented.” Doing this, he said, canceled out
“carry-over effects from one set of questions to
another, which occurs when the various versions
are then combined and analyzed together.”

9/11/2012

Lewandowsky does
“science” by taunts and
attempted parody instead
of answering questions

http://joannenova.com.
au/2012/09/lewandowsky-science-by-
taunts-and-smears/

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6AbmiJoR6 95

He himself emailed or was named in
emails to alarmist anti-skeptic
bloggers, while he used an unknown
assistant to email skeptical blogs.

His paper, in press, has been shown to have a misleading
headline, with worthless conclusions based on statistically
insignificant number of responses, using a clumsy one-sided test
— the aim of which was obvious to most readers. When asked for
data he provided answers to 32 questions but still hides the results
obtained to a quarter of his original survey, including the basic
demographics.

He changed the order of questions depending on
the blog he sought replies from — effectively
putting different versions of the survey up (see
below for his explanation).

Steve McIntyre tried to ask about the
problem of fake questions on
Lewandowsky’s blog and has been
censored for being inflammatory.

9/11/2012

Lewandowsky was
warned his survey was no
good

http://blogs.news.com.
au/heraldsun/andrewbolt/index.
php/heraldsun/comments/lewandowsky_was_warned_his_survey_was_no_good/

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6Ad7i6Q0r

We’ve already noted evidence strongly
suggesting the credulous Lewandowsky was
fed fake data by fake sceptics, thanks to a
sloppily designed survey.

My interpretation … is that Lewandowsky
accepted multiple responses from the same IP
address as long as there was a slight variation in
any answer. For example, the answers from the
two scam responses who agreed with every
conspiracy were nearly identical, but varied on a
couple of questions. As I interpret the
methodology, because the two answers were not
item-for-item identical, they would be accepted
even if they came from the same IP address.

9/11/2012

Lewandowsky was
warned his survey was no
good | Herald Sun
Andrew Bolt Blog

http://climaterealistponderings.
wordpress.
com/2012/09/11/lewandowsky-was-
warned-his-survey-was-no-good-
herald-sun-andrew-bolt-blog/

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6Ad7NObAp 0

We’ve already noted evidence strongly
suggesting the credulous Lewandowsky was
fed fake data by fake sceptics, thanks to a
sloppily designed survey.

My interpretation … is that Lewandowsky
accepted multiple responses from the same IP
address as long as there was a slight variation in
any answer. For example, the answers from the
two scam responses who agreed with every
conspiracy were nearly identical, but varied on a
couple of questions. As I interpret the
methodology, because the two answers were not
item-for-item identical, they would be accepted
even if they came from the same IP address.

9/12/2012
In God We Trust – all
others vote Democrat

http://www.wnd.com/2012/09/in-god-
we-trust-all-others-vote-democrat/

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6AdIFpgt4 33

The message, though, is pure nastiness: a
disreputable exploitation of daffy data to
smear free-marketeers (who tend not to buy
the party line on “global warming”) by
comparing them to conspiracy nutters.

9/12/2012
The Cook-Lewandowsky
Social-Internet Link

http://wattsupwiththat.
com/2012/09/12/the-cook-
lewandowsky-social-internet-link/

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6AdOQyJhs 56

That’s quite a little activist organization they have running
out of the University of western Australia. I wonder if UWA
officials realize the extent that UWA has become a base for
this global climate activism operation and if they condone it?

Steve McIntyre reports the survey was also
distributed on the UWA campus. He writes: Some
information from sources at the University of Western
Australia. On
October 21, 2010, the following email was sent to the
UWA staff mailing
list

9/12/2012 Comment by Robbo

http://wattsupwiththat.
com/2012/09/12/the-cook-
lewandowsky-social-internet-
link/#comment-1076866 56

Perth is a small place… we have always known in our
academic community that the UWA Climate Science
Centre is the most coordinated and best funded (by the
University of Western Australia and by the federal
Australian Research Council) warmist propaganda
machine in our country, with access to the ABC,
government-funded blogs, public talks, local radio stations
every time they want and without challenges. It’s mostly a
3-man show: Lew, Cook and UWA maths professor Kevin
Judd, who is the real strategist behind all this (Judd once
said his mission is to drive deniers out of Australian
universities).

9/12/2012
Comment by Donald
Woerd

http://wattsupwiththat.
com/2012/09/12/the-cook-
lewandowsky-social-internet-
link/#comment-1077025 56

As local I can confirm that the Maths Prof Kevin Judd is
the mastermind behind UWA AGW. He is apparently a
brilliant mathematician, chess and go player, and
computerwizz. He is a typical reclusive mad scientist.
There is no doubt he is behind all UWA.

9/13/2012 Comment by Skiphil

http://wattsupwiththat.
com/2012/09/12/the-cook-
lewandowsky-social-internet-
link/#comment-1077056

re: Kevin Judd, he definitely seems to be the other key
player along with Lewandowsky, and they are closely tied
to SkepticalScience

9/12/2012

Lewandowsky: study
“Useless” unless authors
demonstrate “data
integrity”

http://climateaudit.
org/2012/09/12/lewandowsky-study-
useless-unless-authors-demonstrate-
data-integrity/

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6AexTJqB7 76

It is obvious that all the criticisms leveled by Lewandowsky and
Lambert against the von Storch and Bray survey apply even more
strongly to his own survey. Applying Lewandowsky’s own
standards, his own survey is “useless” unless he can demonstrate
“data integrity”, which he can’t. Instead of demonstrating data
integrity, in Lewandowsky’s response today (his first non-juvenile
response), Lewandowsky argues, in effect, that data integrity
doesn’t matter – a familiar enough reaction in past paleoclimate
disputes.

9/12/2012 Comment by AntonyIndia

http://climateaudit.
org/2012/09/12/lewandowsky-study-
useless-unless-authors-demonstrate-
data-integrity/#comment-351497

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6AexTJqB7

In fact it looks more that your
critisism of Lewandowsky article title
was a false flag operation meant to
confuse/ distract scrutiny of SkS
dubious involvement in this unreliable
survey. It failed. You have not shot
yourself in the foot but somewhere
else, more fatal.

9/12/2012
Lewandowsky’s Fake
Results

http://climateaudit.
org/2012/09/13/lewandowskys-fake-
results/

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6AexlAW49 16

In addition to Lewandowsky using fake data,
many of Lewandowsky’s results, including the
result in his title, are fake as well.
Lewandowsky’s claimed yesterday that their
“results withstand skeptical scrutiny”, but this
claim is untrue .

9/12/2012
Lewandowsky’s
Unreported Results

http://climateaudit.
org/2012/09/12/lewandowskys-
unreported-results/

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6Aey0scih 40

What was the results of UWA staff who actually took
the survey. Surely this would have made an
interesting comparison group with the bloggers who
are the target of the Moon-landing paper. It would
have been a logical comparison. Was it done and
discarded? If so, why? If it wasn’t, why wasn’t it
done?

9/13/2012 Comment by James

http://watchingthedeniers.wordpress.
com/2012/09/13/watts-explains-why-
lewandowsky-paper-on-conspiracy-
theories-is-wrong-its-a-conspiracy-
between-john-cook-and-the-
prof/#comment-14459

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6DOHDmSfv

Lewandowsky further embarrasses his
own professional credibility by
claiming he couldn’t release the
names of the skeptic sites he asked to
host his survey because of ethical
issues – a load of rubbish. And when
skeptic sites contacted him to inquire
whether they had been contacted, he
wouldn’t even tell them, instead he
suggested they search their in-boxes!
Then it turned out there had been an
innocuous email sent by an assistant
to so far I think two skeptic sites –
whereas Lewandowsky himself had
sent personal invitations to non-
skeptic sites. That alone breaks the
first rule of administering survey
research – consistency in delivery.
Why would anyone even think to open
an email from someone they didn’t
know which required the clicking on a
link?

Another problem which has been mentioned at
length was the ease with which the survey
could be ‘gamed’ by ‘warmists’ pretending to
be sceptics. By way of example it is shown
that the ‘skeptics who supposedly believed the
NASA Moon landings were faked, also
believed smoking doesn’t cause lung cancer.
Yet there is zero anecdotal or empirical
evidence that skeptics hold this position in any
number at all. I recall reading Jo Nova
claiming that in over 130,000 posts by skeptics
she has never read a claim that smoking does
not cause cancer and has never heard a
sceptic claim that.

I think anyone who read the survey as I did would have
immediately identified some concerns about potential flaws in the
methodology which Lewandowsky didn’t cover. This included not
providing an option of ‘Don’t know’ to many questions when in fact
it would be reasonable that a large part of the population would not
be able to offer an opinion on many of the questions asked. So the
survey answers become meaningless.

Lewandowsky chose to override the survey
software’s ability to bloke multiple survey
responses from the same IP addresses with a
flimsy excuse that sometime a number of people
use the same computer. In reality, the survey
methodology would not normally have passed
muster for undergraduate statistical work, not just
for the above reasons, but also because not a
single respondent could be verified as being real.

Here Lewandowsky proudly details his
$4.4 million in grants. Which includes
$762,000 specifically related to Climate
Research funding in the last year or
two, and none of that includes the $6
million the Federal Government
provided him and a few colleagues to
found and run ‘The Conversation’ which
provides a substantial forum for his
‘Climate Change position’. I have looked
and I haven’s found an example of a
skeptic who receives funding like that
from any source.

9/14/2012

Lewandowsky gets $1.7m
of taxpayer funds to
denigrate people who
disagree with him

http://joannenova.com.
au/2012/09/lewandowsky-gets-1-7m-
of-taxpayer-funds-to-demonize-
people-who-disagree-with-him/

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6AgIQOraH 50

His sampling method was likely to be
scammed by fake responses, and if the
responses that are likely to be fake are
removed his conclusions would be entirely
different. He did not take adequate
precautions to stop fake responses, even
though his conclusions are utterly dependent
on them (see Steve McIntyres analysis). His
use of vitriolic anti-skeptic sites made the fake
responses nearly inevitable, and the nature of
the fake responses (like a belief that smoking
doesn’t cause cancer) matches misinformation
on those anti-skeptic sites rather than any
belief ever cited by real skeptics. His work fails
by his own standards: He describes a different
survey as worthless because they cannot
verify the integrity of the data, but he cannot
verify his own data.

His sample size is too small to be statistically meaningful. This
single point on it’s own prevents any meaningful scientific
conclusions about “conspiracy ideation”.

Lewandowsky has not reported 25% of the answers
to his questions, nor the results of a version hosted
by an internal UWA site,  leaving open questions of
“cherry picked” conclusions.

In response to claims that the “faked data”
neutralized his conclusions, Lewandowsky
retroactively deleted references to it in
comments on his publicly funded site,
wrote attempted parody instead of an
answer, and then finally claimed he was
right because he could find at least three
examples of people who say things that
(without any investigation) appear to be
nutty, despite evidence that some
believers of man-made global warming
espouse equally nutty things.

Stephen Lewandowsky’s paper,
soon to be published in
Psychological Science, appears to
be drawn from one or two grants
from the Australian Research
Council that total nearly a million
dollars (though it’s not entirely
clear which grants apply to the
paper).

9/14/2012 Lewandowsky’s Bodge

http://noconsensus.wordpress.
com/2012/09/14/lewandowskys-
bodge/

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6AgKjVaz8 9

Aside from the now-obvious fake answers that
Steve McIntyre and others identified, the types
of conspiracy questions seem to give the
study a little more credibility. However, due to
the leading nature of the non-conspiracy
oriented questions, I am certain that I would
have dropped the survey part way in simply to
avoid supporting the undisguised intent of the
questions. In other words, it seems highly
unlikely that the survey attracted many
thoughtful climate skeptics.

Yesterday though, we found out from Steve McIntyre that the math
of the study was bodged so badly that simple analysis
REVERSES the conclusions of the paper.

9/14/2012
The SkS “Link” to the
Lewandowsky Survey

http://climateaudit.org/2012/09/14/the-
sks-link-to-the-lewandowsky-survey/

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6AgLQSDJv 63

In my opinion, the evidence is overwhelming that SkS never
published a link to the Lewandowsky survey. In my opinion,
both Cook’s claim to have published a link and
Lewandowsky’s claim to have seen it are untrue. But even if
Cook did post a link and then destroyed all documentary
evidence of its existence, the situation is equally
unpalatable. Update: Both Lewandowsky’s University of
Western Australia blog shapingtomorrow and John Cook’s
skepticalscience blog appear to have blocked me. Other
readers report that they can access these sites, but here’s
what I get.

9/14/2012

A psychologist who
appears to know nothing
about science

http://antigreen.blogspot.com.
au/2012/09/a-psychologist-who-
appears-to-know.html 1

I pointed out last month how scientifically ludicrous was
Lewandowsky's latest paper in alleged proof of his contentions but
his conclusions are nonetheless popular. So a couple of skeptics
have recently had a few more comments on the paper.

9/14/2012
Comment by Steve
McIntyre

http://climateaudit.org/2012/09/14/the-
sks-link-to-the-lewandowsky-
survey/#comment-352542

I tried both sites via Hide My Ass
and got through. So Lewandowsky
(and Cook) are definitely blocking
my IP address. It seems pretty
unethical for a publicly-funded
university website to slag me and
simultaneously block my IP address
from accessing their site or
responding. It also seems pretty
stupid given that their access block
is readily evaded (though comments
may still be blocked.)

9/14/2012
Steve: ‘Use Hide My Ass!’
(to read SKS).

http://rankexploits.
com/musings/2012/steve-use-hide-
my-ass-to-read-sks/

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6AgUg0keI 1

I still don’t know if I’m being blocked
or if this was a coincidence. But if
you have trouble, give “Hide My
Ass!” a try. It’s a good way to
present a different IP. Works for
KwikSurveys. Seems to work for
SkS. Have fun!

9/14/2012 Lewandowsky’s Bodge

http://noconsensus.wordpress.
com/2012/09/14/lewandowskys-
bodge/

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6AxMdGS9e 18

Yesterday though, we found out from Steve McIntyre that the math
of the study was bodged so badly that simple analysis
REVERSES the conclusions of the paper.
 
If we weren’t so familiar with this sort of faked result from the
catastrophic-warming-so-we-must-shut-down-our-economy
advocates, you might not even believe it were true. At this time, I
have no belief that Lewandowsky intends to be a scientist on the
matter, but lets see if he offers appropriate retractions – starting
with the title.

9/15/2012
Lewandowsky’s
Cleansing Program

http://climateaudit.
org/2012/09/15/lewandowskys-
cleansing-program/

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6AiFjda1H 80

Although Lewandowsky snipped some of
Fuller’s comments, over the past week or
so, all or part of about 50 comments were
approved. Today, Lewandowsky (who is
being assisted by an SkS squadron)
liquidated every single comment by Fuller
on the entire blog, leaving rebuttals to
Fuller in place without the protagonist. This
is different from not approving the blog
comments: it’s an after-the-fact cleansing
of Fuller from the blog. The University of
Western Australia should hang its head in
shame at Lewandowsky’s Gleickian antics.

9/15/2012 BS detectors
http://judithcurry.com/2012/09/15/bs-
detectors/

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6AxVV2MuX

Lewandowsky’s ‘evidence’ was a scammed
internet survey.  Bloggers such as Steve
McIntyre, Anthony Watts, BishopHill, Lucia,
JoNova are all over this, and have exposed
the scam (note: there are multiple posts on
each of these blogs).

The ‘conspiracy’ among green climate bloggers  has been
further revealed by the leak of John Cook’s secret forum
(link).  SkepticalScience seems to becoming the ringleader
for conspiratorial activities by the green climate bloggers.  All
this is high entertainment for those of us who follow the
climate blog wars.  But take a step back, and consider how
bad this makes you look, and how poorly it reflects on the
science and ’cause’ that you are trying to defend.

NOTE: user comments highlighted in yellow Excerpt Espousing Conspiracy Theory

Date Title URL Webcite Comments Didn't email deniers
Inconsistent delivery/excluded
skeptics Warmists faked data Methodology flaws Emailed warmists before deniers Intermediate Data SkS conspiracies Versiongate Hiding Data STW Censoring Comments Used multiple IPs Kevin Judd puppet master Tom Curtis faked criticism SL founded Conversation Lew gravy train Blocks IPs 97% of deniers didn't enter survey Paper isn't going to be published Infowar* (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Infowar) Unethical ethics application Gravy train Govt Conspiracy Theory



9/15/2012
The big Lewandowsky …
and the 97%

http://hro001.wordpress.
com/2012/09/15/the-big-lewandowsky-
and-the-97/

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6AjVx5gAR 0

Lewandowsky’s “survey” – and the paper he has purportedly
“published” – has so many deficiencies, even from a transparency
perspective let alone from the perspective of those who know far
more about survey design (e.g. Thomas Fuller) and statistics
(particularly Steve McIntyre) than Lewandowsky has been able to
demonstrate he possesses.

So I found it somewhat amusingly ironic
that, in a follow-up poll to ascertain who
among the skeptics might have
participated in Lewandowsky’s 2010
survey, those who chose Option 2, “I’m a
skeptic and I DID NOT participate in the
Lewandowsky survey in 2010″ constitute
… 97% (as of this writing, Total responses
to all four options = 1,698), where it has
consistently hovered since I began
periodically checking on September 14.

9/15/2012 Toodle, Lew
http://wattsupwiththat.
com/2012/09/15/toodle-lew/

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6AjXKaRkm 71

Lewandowsky allowed multiple responses
from the same IP address. This means that
someone could spam the survey, entering
time and again to influence the results. Would
they? One of the sites that linked to
Lewandowsky’s survey has as part of their
secret tribe of activists a person who wrote, “...
people like us have to build the greatest
guerilla force in human history. Now. Because
time is up…Someone needs to convene a
council of war of the major environmental
movements, blogs, institutes etc. In a smoke
filled room (OK, an incense filled room) we
need a conspiracy to save humanity” and
another who wrote of skeptics, “Sometimes
you just want to let loose and scream about
how you want to take those motherfucking
arseholes, those closed-minded bigotted
genocidal pieces of regurgitated dog shit and
do unspeakable violence to their bodies and
souls for what they are doing to the safety of
what and who we all hold dear.” So, yes, they
would probably do so in support of their cause.
Lewandowsky discussed the objectives of the
survey while the survey was
open for responses, so those who wanted to
prejudice the results knew they could do so.
This alone amounts to research misconduct
and is cause for throwing out the results of the
survey as well as the paper based on it.

The paper is badly flawed, primarily because the internet survey is
junk science. I am a market researcher who has extensive
experience with online surveys. I’ve done them for government,
non-governmental organizations, companies and volunteer
groups. I’ve done a lot of them. Over 1,000, most of them in the
UK when we were cranking them out like sausages to the tune of
25 a week for two years.

Several questions in the survey are not covered in
the analysis. This isn’t really unusual. Researchers
analyze and report on what’s interesting to them. But
in an Excel spreadsheet Lewandowsky released, the
data from excluded questions is removed. That’s very
unusual. It’s okay not to analyze some of the data–it’
s not okay to prevent someone else from doing so.

Lewandowsky’s inability to address any of these
issues, despite writing a paper describing it and
hyping it on a weblog with 8 blog posts in the past
week, is evidence that he cannot address them.
He simply decided before his research began that
climate skeptics are conspiracy theorists and
gamed a survey to produce the results he
wanted.

9/16/2012

NASA Faked Moon
Landing—Academic
Psychologists Swoon, Tie
It To Climate Change http://wmbriggs.com/blog/?p=6164

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6AjmQobUc 19

He admits confirmation bias by calling dividing his sample into
“pro-science” and “skeptic”, when the point in question is what the
science says. He builds “latent variable” models to “prove” what he
already believed, and biased himself to confirm; latent variable
analysis being a lovely technique to give desirable results. He
amusingly assures his audience of his “theoretical results”: not
theories of climate, but psychological (academics do love a
theory). He can’t help himself but use the ugly term denial, an
appalling word one would have thought a psychologist would have
understood was inappropriate.

9/17/2012
The Daily Lew – Issue 6 –
drill baby, drill.

http://wattsupwiththat.
com/2012/09/17/the-daily-lew-issue-6-
drill-baby-drill/

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6AlIFb5tu 84

Meanwhile while Lew is drilling for noise, McIntyre has tried to get
the same results as Lewandowsky’s paper by taking
Lewandowsky’s noisy data and applying the same techniques
listed in the paper. Replication doesn’t appear possible. It looks
like the paper is a dry hole even though it is gushing superheated
air.

9/18/2012

Lewandowksy, Oberauer,
Gignac – Is the paper bad
enough to make history?

http://joannenova.com.
au/2012/09/lewandowksy-oberauer-
gignac-is-the-paper-bad-enough-to-
make-history/

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6AmYkU57J 91

My thoughts about this are that if you,
hypothetically, wanted to find a group of
people who would feel motivated to fake up a
survey to make skeptics look stupid, where
else would you go but Deltoid, Skeptical
Science or Tamino? (Not that I’m suggesting
that was his aim, I’m just putting a perspective
on how poor the choice of sites was.)

Steve McIntyre goes through the statistical tests, finds
questionable practices, questions he can’t answer, and general
failure paired with incompetence. Some people wonder in the
comments if there is a point to doing this when the methodology
and data are flawed beyond hope. While I doubt this analysis will
tell us anything about skeptics, it may reveal something about
warmists, and in particular the Dept of Psychology at UWA.

Lewandowsky’s site Shaping Tomorrows
World has deleted about 50 of Thomas
Fullers comments.  Strange –  since we’re
told the skeptics were proving the
Lewandowsky hypothesis in droves, you’d
think they’d want to leave all the samples
of “denier” comments up for show?

9/18/2012
Lewandowsky’s Fake
Correlation

http://climateaudit.
org/2012/09/18/lewandowskys-fake-
correlation/ 42

One can readily see that the two super-
scammers (889, 963) contribute essentially
100% (over 100%) actually of the negative
correlation between CauseHIV and CYMoon
in this calculation.

9/18/2012 Lew - a few final thoughts
http://www.australianclimatemadness.
com/2012/09/lew-a-few-final-thoughts/

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6BQ7cN4G1 4

None of the sceptic blogs approached
publish it (maybe because it's so
painfully obvious to them what he's
attempting to achieve and don't want a
bar of it)

He gets the survey published on a bunch of
headbanger blogs, many of which have
undisguised contempt for realists, and
probably think that they can help achieve his
unstated pretty clear goals

He has already decided that he can besmirch his ideological
opponents by linking climate scepticism to kooky conspiracy
theories, and designs an online survey accordingly

He's buddies with John Cook, he of climate alarmist heaven
Skeptical Science fame

9/19/2012

McIntyre on
Lewandowsky’s Fake
Correlation

http://wattsupwiththat.
com/2012/09/19/mcintyre-on-
lewandowskys-fake-correlation/

In today’s post, I’m going to comment on Lewandowsky’s first
claim, while disputing his second claim. (Principal components, a
frequent topic at this blog, are a form of latent variable analysis.
Factor analysis is somewhat different but related algorithm.
Anyone familiar with principal components – as many CA readers
are by now – can readily grasp the style of algorithm, though not
necessarily sharing Lewandowsky’s apparent reification.)

9/19/2012

McIntyre v Lewandowsky
— Can we call in a
statistician at UWA to
help Lew?

http://joannenova.com.
au/2012/09/mcintyre-v-lewandowsky-
can-we-call-in-a-statistician-at-uwa-to-
help-lew/

McIntyre can and does in gory depth. He posts the equations, the
code, the tables, everything. He graphs the residuals, and shows
the “severe non-normality” of them. He tests the correlation and
finds that the two most obvious fake responses heavily affect the
results:

Note point 2 also: No Stephan, no one cares if you
“preempt the FOI” — there is no penalty for releasing
information that is public property. As a public
servant and a scientist(?) the emails, the data and
the methods belong to all Australians. Sure, redact
the private details, but no one should have to FOI
those answers in the first place. That you use the FOI
as an excuse to delay providing the answers you owe
the public sends a message about your dedication to
the honest process of discovery and your
conscientious duty as a man who is supposed to
serve the public. If you had a clear conscience, and
were proud of your work, you’d be only too happy to
help people understand your careful responsible
impartial dependable work, right?

9/19/2012

McIntyre on
Lewandowsky’s Fake
Correlation

http://wattsupwiththat.
com/2012/09/19/mcintyre-on-
lewandowskys-fake-correlation/ 49

In respect to his comment about regarding the ability to do a linear
regression as deep competence, I presume that he was thinking
here of his cousin institute, the University of East Anglia (UEA),
where, in a Climategate email, Phil Jones was baffled as to how to
calculate a linear trend on his own – with or without Excel. At Phil
Jones’ UEA, someone who could carry out a linear regression
must have seemed like a deity. Perhaps the situation is similar at
Lewandowsky’s UWA. However, this is obviously not the case at
Climate Audit, where many readers are accomplished and
professional statisticians.

9/19/2012

McIntyre v Lewandowsky
— Can we call in a
statistician at UWA to
help Lew?

http://joannenova.com.
au/2012/09/mcintyre-v-lewandowsky-
can-we-call-in-a-statistician-at-uwa-to-
help-lew/

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6AoL7l9vA 63

McIntyre can and does in gory depth. He posts
the equations, the code, the tables,
everything. He graphs the residuals, and
shows the “severe non-normality” of them. He
tests the correlation and finds that the two
most obvious fake responses heavily affect
the results:

Lewandowsky’s paper was in press as of July 27th, when the
Guardian announced its results. But it doesn’t seem to have
been published in the September edition of Psychological
Science. Nor is it mentioned in the “early releases”.  Stan
points out most of the September stories were first published in
late July.   It may mean nothing (a delay of a month), or it may
mean the paper is being rewritten, or possibly presages a silent
“withdrawal”?  Certainly skiphil found a comment by
Lewandowsky that suggests the moonlanding paper was being
“extended” and was not quite the complete and settled science
it was presented as being at  The Guardian by Adam Corner,
and The Telegraph too.

9/20/2012

Conspiracy-Theorist
Lewandowsky Tries to
Manufacture Doubt

http://climateaudit.
org/2012/09/20/conspiracy-theorist-
lewandowsky-tries-to-manufacture-
doubt/ 262

That Lewandowsky additionally misrepresented explained
variances from principal components as explained variances from
factor analysis seems a very minor peccadillo in comparison (as I
noted at the time.) On this last point, to borrow Lewandowsky’s
words, there seem to be two alternatives. Either Lewandowsky
“made a beginner’s mistake, in which case he should stop posing
as an expert in statistics and take a refresher of Multivariate
Analysis 101″.

9/23/2012
More Deception in the
Lewandowsky Data

http://climateaudit.
org/2012/09/23/more-deception-in-the-
lewandowsky-data/

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6AxFz8ca9 116

As CA readers are aware, the Lewandowsky
survey was conducted at stridently anti-skeptic
blogs (Deltoid, Tamino etc.) and numerous
responses purporting to be from “skeptics”
were actually from anti-skeptics fraudulently
pretending to be skeptics. To date, most of the
focus has been on the fake responses in
which respondents, pretending to be
“skeptics”, deceptively pretended to believe in
conspiracies that they did not really believe in.
In today’s post, I’ll discuss another style of
(almost certain) deception in which
Lewandowsky respondents gave
fake/deceptive responses to the Free Market
questions.

As I’ve said before, I do not believe that Lewandowsky was
personally complicit in the initial submission of fake/fraudulent
responses, though his decision to survey skeptics at anti-skeptic
blogs was unwise, if not reckless. however, in my opinion, once
the problem with fake/fraudulent responses was forcefully drawn
to Lewandowsky’s attention (by Tom Curtis as well as me),
Lewandowsky himself should have notified the journal and asked
that the article be re-reviewed with particular emphasis on whether
he had adequately ensured data integrity. Had he done so,
Lewandowsky would have an answer to criticism that he had failed
to act properly once he was aware of potential problems. I think
that Lewandowsky’s decision to sneer at criticism will prove
unwise.

9/23/2012 The Lewandowsky Affair

http://newzealandclimatechange.
wordpress.com/2012/09/23/the-
lewandowsky-affair/

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6AxHePeMw 0

What I really liked about the post was the idea
that Lewandowsky, who is not a climate
scientist, claims enough expertise to claim (in
effect) that the science of climate change is
settled, and settled on the ‘alarmist’ side of the
debate. His argument is one which implicitly
suggests that we should listen to the
scientists, and just accept their findings.

9/23/2012

Skeptical Science
conspiracy theorist John
Cook runs another survey
trying to prove that false
“97% of climate scientists
believe in global warming”
meme

http://wattsupwiththat.
com/2012/09/23/skeptical-science-
conspiracy-theorist-john-cook-runs-
another-survey-trying-to-prove-that-
false-97-of-climate-scientists-believe-
in-global-warming-meme/

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6AxUR1Lei 127

I felt this to be an important step to protect the recipient.
From the language and pre-selection filters imposed, clearly
there is no further doubt about the connection of John Cook’
s Skeptical Science effort to the advocacy disguised as
science going on at the University of Western Australia with
Stephan Lewandowsky.

9/27/2012

Lewandowsky to Remove
All Blog Based
References

http://noconsensus.wordpress.
com/2012/09/27/lewandowsky-to-
remove-all-blog-based-references/ 29

The article in the references is the lone Internet link of any kind in
the references:http://noconsensus.wordpress.
com/2009/11/29/global-temperature-records-above-the-law/
(Accessed 6 May 2012).  Certainly the post is argumentative but it
is about the collusion by Jones and UEA officials to ignore legal
freedom of information requests.   Unlike Lewandowsky, it seems
obvious that nobody really knew what data was used in CRU
ground temperatures at that time.  Now we know even Phil Jones
was a bit confused on the matter. Fortunately, after climategate,
Dr. Phil became a lot more open to releasing the data and I
believe tAV was the first blog to reproduce his results after code
became available. The accusations by Dr. Lewandowsky were
allowed by the editorial review of the Journal of Psychology yet
claims that I’m a climate change denier and that I believe
temperatures were illegitimately adjusted are clearly false.  I wrote
first to Lewandowsky regarding the error and received an
automated reply about his travel so I wrote to his coauthor.  After
some time, I was told that Lewandowsky didn’t believe he was in
error using this rather cute bit of sophistry:

9/27/2012

Lewandowsky backs
down – removes “denier”
citation from paper

http://wattsupwiththat.
com/2012/09/27/lewandowsky-backs-
down-removes-denier-citation-from-
paper/

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6B2LVOEtb 47

10/12/2012

Lewandowsky FoI:
substantial last minute
changes to project waved
through by UWA Ethics
Committee

http://www.australianclimatemadness.
com/2012/10/lewandowsky-foi-
substantial-last-minute-changes-to-
project-waved-through-by-uwa-ethics-
committee/

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6BWVvUhI0 20

It seems clear from the above that the EC approval originally
obtained was for a fundamentally different project, and the
nature of the amendment and its rapid approval raises a
number of questions for the university

10/14/2012

Lewandowsky: ethical
considerations for "moon
landing denier" paper

http://www.australianclimatemadness.
com/2012/10/lewandowsky-ethical-
considerations-for-moon-landing-
denier-paper/

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6BQ7QQt2w 1

In reality, of course, they were probably mostly
fake response from "believers" wanting to
assist with Lewandowsky's effort - seriously,
who in their right mind honestly believes the
moon landings were staged?

This conclusion is lent weight by the close association
between Prof Lewandowsky and the Skeptical Science web
site, which is well known for ridiculing and demeaning
anyone (including respected atmospheric and climatic
scientists) who questions any part of the AGW consensus.
Examples of the tone employed include sections entitled
"Lindzen's Illusions", referring to MIT Professor Richard
Lindzen, "Spencer Slip-Ups", referring to Dr Roy Spencer of
the University of Alabama, Huntsville to name but two.

Does the research raise questions regarding "respect"?
Given Prof Lewandowsky is on the record, well prior to the
research being carried out, that he was of the opinion that
climate scepticism was linked to far-fetched conspiracy
theory ideation (see here), it could be argued that there was
a substantial risk of humiliation or disrespectful treatment of
participants, given that it may be argued that the intention of
the research was to make that link - which in itself is
objectively demeaning (either to the participants or a subset
of the "wider community"). Even if it did not reach the
threshold for "harm" could be regarded at least as a
"discomfort".

10/16/2012

Lewandowsky — A paper
of questionable ethics,
approved in a last minute
switch

http://joannenova.com.
au/2012/10/lewandowsky-a-paper-of-
highly-questionable-ethics-approved-
in-a-last-minute-switch-with-a-
different-study/

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6BWXtUofv

Lewandowsky appears to have obtained an ethics approval
for this bland paper, and then put in a last minute request for
a “slight modification” which was for an entirely different
survey for a different purpose and an unrelated paper, and
which, as it happens, uses an internet survey rather than a
face to face one. But apart from that… it was nearly the
same. Worse, Turnill found that by the time Lewandowsky
was finalizing the ethics application in August 2010, he’d
already done that bland survey fully 7 months before, and
the paper was almost finished. The submitted paper was
received on Sept 7th 2010 (the day after he started sending
emails to skeptics under the name of his assistant Charles
Hanich). Turnill notes that Lewandowsky refers to “The
Survey” in the future tense and as if there was only one
survey.

10/18/2012
Analyse this! Climate
mind games

http://www.onlineopinion.com.au/view.
asp?article=14241&page=0

One problem with the paper – at least
according to some who have examined it
closely, such as Climate Audit principal, Steve
McIntyre– is the apparent lack of – not actual
spiders – but bona fide "denialists".
Controversy continues to rage, inter alia, over
the quality of Lewandowsky's raw online
survey data sourced from "more than 1,000
visitors to blogs dedicated to discussions of
climate science", as well
as the questionnaire itself. Was the data
wholly derived from a group of
genuine – and not just pretend - climate
sceptics, aka
doubt-manufacturing denialists? What was the
risk of scamming
contamination from masquerading mischief
makers, and so on?

How did we get to this point? A key driver has
been the discipline's enthusiastic embrace of the
alarmist orthodoxy, both nationally and
internationally. The Australian Psychological
Society's Climate Change Reference Group and
Public Interest Team became concerned about
climate change - "this profoundly important
environmental and social issue" - two years ago.
Determined to get a slice of the multi-billion dollar
climate Magic Pudding, it released a position
statement: "to emphasise the urgency of climate
change as a global problem with significant
psychosocial and health implications; to advocate
for government, businesses, and organisations to
develop effective strategies to minimise climate
change impacts; and to position psychologists as
a professional group with expert knowledge, skills
and resources that can help in climate change
science, including mitigation and adaptation (my
italics).

11/24/2012
Paedophilia, climate
science and the ABC

http://www.ambitgambit.
com/2012/11/24/paedophilia-climate-
science-and-the-abc/

http://www.
webcitation.
org/6CRlwchQh 32

I have the survey data and was shocked to find that this
conclusion is based on the responses of 10 respondents – it has
no significance at all.

Heads must roll over this, including
Williams’. But the problem is
obviously more widespread and
involves the University of Western
Australia, where Lewandowsky
holds his chair, the ARC, the ABC,
and possibly even the government.

NOTE: user comments highlighted in yellow Excerpt Espousing Conspiracy Theory

Date Title URL Webcite Comments Didn't email deniers
Inconsistent delivery/excluded
skeptics Warmists faked data Methodology flaws Emailed warmists before deniers Intermediate Data SkS conspiracies Versiongate Hiding Data STW Censoring Comments Used multiple IPs Kevin Judd puppet master Tom Curtis faked criticism SL founded Conversation Lew gravy train Blocks IPs 97% of deniers didn't enter survey Paper isn't going to be published Infowar* (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Infowar) Unethical ethics application Gravy train Govt Conspiracy Theory



1. Reposted Steve McIntyre's comment encouraging people to email UWA about ethical misconduct
2. Admits he did get the email
3. Ref to Steve's Monash talk: http://monash.edu/research/sustainability-institute/assets/documents/seminars/msi-seminar_10-09-23_lewandowsky_presentation.
pdf
4. Variant: pointing out that Junk Science (who weren't emailed) posted a link in Sep 2010, archived at http://junksciencearchive.com/sep10.html
5. This is Australia time so this blog post was published before the WUWT post dated 5 Sep USA time


